Dry Aged Black Angus beef
Gusto guests deserve the best. That’s why we advise only the finest Black Angus beef: premium quality from Creekstone Farms.
Their cattle is raised in an animal friendly way and fed with a corn-based, 100% vegetable diet. This excellent and tender beef meets
the strict EU standards and is USDA and NTHC certified, meaning no hormones and antibiotics are used. Our guests can expect
the juiciest steaks of the best quality and our Steakhouse 1-2-3 Formula is offering just that! However, even the superior Creekstone beef
can be surpassed. How? By the Dry Aging technique! This special aging process is solely suitable for high quality meat
with a good and even marbeling of the fat. Dry Aging is a natural process which has been discovered in a time when meat
was transported in open railroad wagons and horse carts. The aging process involves a gradual dehydrating of the meat during
which it looses weight and develops a crust. Creekstone Premium Black Angus beef is perfect for Dry Aging. Steaks, striploins,
Rib eye… good meat deserves a special treatment like Dry Aging followed by a professional preparation.
Dry Aging cabinet Nice to Meat’s own master butcher Piet van den Berg is a renowned Dry Aging specialist.
Under his supervising our Dry Aged meat ages in special aging cabinets in which humidity, air circulation
and temperature are closely monitored. The fluids in the meat evaporate and the enzymes originally present
in all meat slowly break off the muscular tissue. As a result the meat blackens and feels hard and dry.
But when you cut the meat, the inside is bright red and incredibly tender – you’ve never tasted a more tender steak!
Our Steakhouse Formula 1-2-3 implies that you order the meat from best Gusto. This meat has ’hung’ in our
Dry Aging cells for 21 days after which the aging process will be continued
in our own Dry Aging cabinet, especially designed by Nice to Meat, in our restaurant.

Creekstone Farms
Premium Quality Black Angus Beef
What makes Creekstone Farms Premium Black Angus Beef the best?

GUSTO

* USDA Certification - Requires more stringent supervision and testing than non-certified programs
* Proprietary Black Angus genetics, some of the best in the industry, serve as the benchmark of quality for our program
STEAKHOUSE
* The humane treatment of our cattle helps to produce superior quality beef
* Cattle sourced from Creekstone Farms Black Angus genetics and verifiable Black Angus genetics documented through our rancher partners
* Corn-based feed ration produces well-marbled, tender beef
* State of the Art processing takes place in our own plant devoted solely to the production of Creekstone Farms Premium Black Angus Beef.
LAVASTEINGRILL

